
Still here, still flawed, still wrong:
the case against the case
for taxing the sick

Steven Lewis, MA

In the preceding article (starting on page 493) Dr. Michael Gordon and col-
leagues advocate raising additional revenues for Canada’s public health care
system by adding a taxable benefit of no more than $2000 to the incomes

of those who use services, exempting children and low-income people. They
are selling an old idea as a new defence of fairness and equity. Its explicit and
implicit principles and logic are self-contradictory, and its estimates of potential
gross and net revenues are wrong.

Undefended assertions and inconsistent logic

To get our attention, Gordon and colleagues strike an ominous pose: they
declare that the principles underlying the Canadian health care system are at
risk because the barbarians are at the gate. “It may be impossible for Canada to
resist the US market-driven health care industry because of our close economic
ties,” they state. Follow us or we’re doomed. Unless I’ve missed it, we have had
close economic ties with the US for most of our history and have found it emi-
nently possible to resist adopting its health care principles and organization.
Somehow, legislation, political will and public vigilance have delivered us (well,
most of us) from temptation. If the US system were widely praised, either in
the US or elsewhere, perhaps we would be at risk. It isn’t, and we aren’t.

Second, Gordon and colleagues (a) state that quality has been compromised,
citing a newspaper article, not data, as proof, thus establishing that (b) more
money is needed in the system, but (c) we should not obtain it through in-
creases in general taxation, because (d) “Canada’s tax burden is quite substantial,
especially its high marginal income tax rates.” All 4 propositions are highly de-
batable. To address only the fourth, let us concede that comparatively high
overall and marginal tax rates often offend both those who pay them and pur-
veyors of business school ethics. For society, they are a problem only if one de-
cides they are a problem, or if evidence suggests that they interfere with eco-
nomic goals or principles of distributive justice. If a nation decides to support
public financing for reasons of equity, efficiency, health or political culture, it
will tax its citizens higher than one reflexively wedded to a private-sector ap-
proach. Is this a “problem”? Gordon and colleagues assert that it is, just as oth-
ers assert that minimum wage laws interfere with the moral uplifting of the
poor. Neither assertion is proof, or even a case in itself.

But even on their own grounds, Gordon and colleagues contradict them-
selves. The logic of their case is that taxes are too high now and that we can’t
raise them further, yet their proposed solution to raise additional revenues is to
impose a tax, but only on those already most taxed and only when they’re sick
enough to require health care.

Third, against the objection that a taxable benefit scheme taxes the sick, the
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authors respond that any co-insurance system with a de-
ductible for claims is the same thing. Indeed, deductibles
and co-payments are also taxes on the sick. If the goal is
to avoid taxing sick people when and because they are
sick (which the public system does admirably well), it is
hard to achieve it by taxing, say, half of them when
they’re sick. Exempting low-income people and putting
a ceiling on annual taxable benefits simply puts a slightly
progressive gloss on a grotesque discrimination.

Fourth, early in their article the authors concede that
“user fees disproportionately inhibit access to needed care
in lower socioeconomic groups.” Yet in their Discussion
section, they maintain that proposing to tax the sick
would have only the positive effect of making patients
better decision-makers: keen-eyed adjudicators of com-
peting drugs with a properly diminished sense of entitle-
ment, wisdom reinforced by the prospect of a consump-
tion tax. You can’t have it both ways. If a few dollars
demonstrably deter utilization among poor people,1,2 why
won’t a few hundred dollars of utilization-induced tax de-
ter the not-so-poor? No research has proved that patient
decisions improve when simultaneously estimating the
impact of a service on health and pocketbook.

Fifth, against the charge that the user-based tax might
be seen as shifting some tax liability from the general
public to those who use the system, Gordon and 
colleagues urge us to consider “that general revenues
support the infrastructure of the system that is required
by all, and the taxable benefit system is directly related
to individual utilization.” How much of the system do
the authors think consists of infrastructure used by all as 
opposed to services used by individuals? According to
the Canadian Institute for Health Information3 13% of
health expenditures in Canada went to general infra-
structure (prepayment administration, public health,
health research and other) in 1994. There is no way to
insulate the sick from the increased liability built into
the proposal.

Flawed revenue estimates

Suppose, for a moment, that we overlooked the logi-
cal flaws and morally dubious elements of the argument.
Have the authors estimated potential revenues accu-
rately? Do their assumptions stand up?

At the heart of the matter is a fundamentally wrong as-
sumption. Gordon and colleagues calculate potential rev-
enue based on the average use of services by age and in-
come group, but they are insensitive to the distribution of
service use in any given year. Poor people use more ser-
vices than others4,5 — a good thing if we support needs-
based utilization. More fundamentally, average per capita
service costs tell us nothing about typical use — the mean
and the mode are far apart. Evans6 has cited US data that
estimates 2% of the population consume 41% of the ser-
vices, and 10% consume 72% in any given year. This dis-
tribution is surely plausible in Canada: when you’re
young, either you need and use very few services or you
use a lot, and this is generally true (at higher levels on av-
erage) for elderly people as well.7,8 (A blip in the data oc-
curs among women having babies, meaning that non-
exempt families would be hit with a tax bill to accompany
their bundles of joy.)

I have recalculated the approximate revenues that
could be generated taking into account the realities to
which the scheme of Gordon and colleagues is oblivious
(Table 1). The total is under $3 billion, or little more than
half the $5.55 billion envisioned. Suppose my distribution
assumptions are wildly wrong (unlikely) and that the bot-
tom 90% of users consume not 28%, but half again as
much — 42% — of services. That would raise the take by
another billion at most. And who will pay? The sickest
10% of the taxable group will ante up nearly 30% of the
total, averaging $670 per year, while the healthier 90%
will consist of many who pay nothing and many who pay
far less than their unfortunately ill fellow citizens. And
who are the sick? The old, on balance.
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Average taxable
benefit per person, $ 2 000
Weighted average tax
rate, % 33.56
Total revenue, $ 170 480 000

*Estimated revenues are based on those given by Gordon and colleagues (page 495), with the following assumptions applied: (1) the pub-
licly funded health expenditures totalled $53 billion, (2) there are 12.7 million taxpayers (as stated by Gordon and colleagues), accounting
for 42% of the population, (3) taxpayers use 42% of total services (probably overestimated), (4) 2% of people use 41% of services and 10%
use 72% of services, and (5) the weighted average marginal tax rates are the same as those given by Gordon and colleagues.

Potential taxpayer group

2 944 068 787
–

Variable
Top 2% 
of users

681 920 000
33.56

2 000

No. of people 254 000
6 900 600 000

1 016 000
Cost of services, $ 9 126 000 000

Next 8% 
of users

–

22 259 400 000
12 700 000

2 091 668 787
33.56

545

Total

6 232 800 000
11 430 000

Bottom 90%
of users

Table 1: Estimated revenues in a health benefits tax system based on distribution of services and
potential taxpayer groups*
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But we’re not finished yet. Gordon and colleagues as-
sume that it is straightforward to calculate the value of
services that individuals consume. No one now cares
much whether estimates of the cost of a particular hospi-
tal day are based on precise and transparent accounting
or are grouped with someone else’s day in the same diag-
nosis-related group or case-mix group or long-term care
facility. Enter tax consequences and people will start to
care a great deal, creating a demand for the kind of
Byzantine accounting apparatus that exists, at staggering
expense, in the US. We ought not underestimate the
cost of building and managing such systems. If it costs
$50 to refine and itemize one’s taxable benefit each year,
the tab would be $635 million. If it costs $200 — and re-
member, we’re itemizing the tests, the consumables, the
days, the visits, with lots of 1-800 numbers and financial
officers to explain to (often) elderly people what their
12-page printout means — we’re up to a cool $2.54 bil-
lion, reducing the net haul dangerously close to zero.

Peculiar incentives

The system proposed by Gordon and colleagues cre-
ates some peculiar incentives. Deferring tax is preferable
to paying it now; one might delay that surgery from No-
vember to January to push back the tax another year.
Conversely, if you’ve surpassed your $2000 limit by
April, you might be inclined to “gorge” on elective pro-
cedures during the same year since there will be no fur-
ther tax bite. Finally, if one spouse is very ill and the
other is well, those with the option to do so will load in-
come onto the healthy person to ensure that the high
service user is exempt from the tax bite. A system that
rewards games begets games.

Can’t we talk about something else?

In these difficult and volatile times we can ill afford to
spend intellectual capital on fatally flawed schemes that
replace simple and progressive funding mechanisms with
complex and regressive alternatives based on assumptions
both empirically false and logically incoherent. If Canada’s
health care system requires more money — a debatable
proposition — progressive taxation gets it fairly and sim-
ply. If one is worried (properly) about increased privatiza-
tion, then fund more services through the tax system be-
cause this holds the best prospects for equity and
efficiency. The whole point of medicare is to tax univer-
sally in order to confer benefits specifically. The earth is
not flat, and taxing the sick, nuances aside, is indefensible
in a society that takes fairness seriously.

Is there another agenda behind Gordon and col-
leagues’ viewpoint? They have cleverly pitched their piece

as an alternative to privatization. In reality it is an alterna-
tive to public funding and its non-discriminatory progres-
sive taxation. Remember that a sophism is an argument
intending to deceive.
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